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Our Christmas 2020
Cathy (House Assistant, VillaMaria)
Christmas 2020 was not looking promising. It seemed
none of our L’Arche Calgary Christmas traditions would be
able to happen this year. No big potluck meal and party to
celebrate with our community and friends, no nativity
play… even shopping, we weren’t to go to the malls…
But we realized we could at least go to the forest to cut a
Christmas tree. Perhaps that was the start of Christmas
spirit this year at Villa Maria. Three core members and
four assistants trudged out the door bundled warmly in
down coats, hats, mitts and big winter boots. They drove
out past Bragg Creek together with another van load from
Kichiyak House and our Community Leader, Robyn, and
her family in their truck. Manoj spotted the perfect tree
for Villa which our core member Brian sawed down with
great skill. Robyn’s son found their tree on the side of a
cliff… Hotdogs and marshmallows were roasted over the
fire at Allen Bill in celebration. Gingerbread smores, hot
chocolate and chewy coffee were enjoyed with big grins.
After that we focused on what we could do… Each house made their own advent wreath, and we presented
our creations to the rest of the community over zoom at Prayer Night. We enjoyed Advent readings from
our storybook calendars, and also from pretty jars labeled hope, peace, joy and love, that had nightly
readings for each week of advent.
For Christmas Eve, Kichiyak house arranged a zoom gathering for the community to enjoy carols, prayers,
and the Christmas story together. One core member at Villa chose to drum and another to wave a small
towel to the beat. Afterwards, we watched a church service online and two of our core members on their
own initiative started to drum. I smiled thinking how special it was that our core members were
participating in church with more freedom than what they normally could.
Tonight a core member pointed to his beautiful new plush Christmas blanket. “The man with the beard
gave it to me,” he said. I thought for a moment. “Santa?” I asked. “Ya! He’s a good man, a friend of mine.”
I can’t imagine a more beautiful Christmas.
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Highlights from 2020
By all accounts 2020 was a challenging year, for our world and for our community. But there were many
moments of joy, creativity and communion! See below for snapshots of the vibrant life of our L'Arche Calgary
community over the past year!

Our Coffeehouse
celebrated 5 years!

We held over 15 virtual
Prayer Nights!

Our core
members
created
countless works
of art!

We reopened our
Day Program
after 5
months of
closure due
to the
pandemic!

We had a Community Day
Celebration!

We celebrated Halloween
and got to wear other
kinds of masks!

We participated in
the first-ever
Battle of Fans lipsync contest!

We wrote many
hopeful letters to
Santa!
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Welcome, Philip Mullen - Our New Core Member!
This past November we welcomed Phillip Mullen into our
Supported Independent Living Program. Philip is 27 and
he and his parents Dan and Sandra, brother Paul and
sister Pamela and their families, all live in Alberta. Phillip
is an active guy! He started to ski when he was 9 years
old with Special Olympics and over the years he has
competed at 4 provincial games, 2 national games in
Jasper and Corner Brook, Newfoundland, and he
represented Canada in 2013 at the World games in Peong
Chang South Korea. Philip also plays baseball, hockey, and
loves to hunt. He has a girlfriend Tamara who he enjoys
spending time with. Before COVID, Phillip worked at Tim
Hortons and also Sodexo and he can’t wait to go back to
work when the pandemic is over.
Philip moved into his own apartment on November 1 and joined the wonderful people at L'Arche. It’s been
great getting to know Phillip and welcoming him into our community!

The Medium is the Message
Robyn Jackson, Community Leader

Tyler is a prolific writer. Not by keyboard but by actual pen to paper!
Tyler is a member of our Day Program and what he writes are good oldfashioned letters, something that is rarely seen these days. I think
everyone in our community has been gifted a letter from Tyler, and he
has even expanded his writings to spouses and kids of our staff.
Throughout the strangeness of 2020, Tyler continued his letters and for
me, they were one of the blessings of my experience of the past year.
Our community lived many challenges together and there were some
days that were particularly challenging for me. What got me through a
few of those were Tyler’s letters. Sometimes they were hand-delivered,
sometimes they showed up in my mailbox, and each of them asked how
I was doing, shared how he was doing, asked for a response, and offered
a gift, which was usually a pen. A few of them also included a message
that was exactly what I needed that day: a special greeting, maybe a
piece of scripture, or sometimes Tyler’s own spiritual reflection.
Tyler’s letters signify a pause in the busy-ness, and in the stress and uncertainty that the pandemic brings to
our lives. They are a reminder to value relationship. Taking the time to handwrite a letter means taking the
time to acknowledge the recipient, to let them know they are special, and to invite them into intentional
dialogue. Tyler's letters remind me of the importance of this in a world that communicates mostly in
shorthand.
I am grateful for this gift of Tyler’s and the invitation they bring to my life. Thank you, Tyler!
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Many Thanks to the Kinsmen
Club of Calgary!
At L’Arche, our homes play a vital role in creating
community with our members with disabilities. Many
of our core members have lived in our homes for over
20 years.
During the pandemic, the opportunity to get outside
and enjoy fresh air has been important for those who
live in our homes. At our Kichiyak house, this was a
challenge due to an aging deck and lack of patio space.
Ensuring the safety as well as accessibility of the
backyard was increasingly becoming difficult.
In the summer of 2020, we were the grateful recipient of a grant of $8,000 from the Kinsmen Club of Calgary to
help with the rebuilding of Kichiyak’s back deck and patio. The repairs were greeted with open arms! The
renovations enabled our core members and Assistants to safely meet outside as a group and coordinate social
visits with family and friends.
The Kinsmen Club of Calgary have been long-standing friends of L’Arche Calgary. We are grateful for this grant
and their continued support of our community.

Register and
Support
L'Arche
Calgary
March 27, 2021

"Skip the Depot" Click Here to donate
your bottles to L'Arche Calgary.
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